New hockey rink, pool needed

(Continued from Page 1)

get an idea of how facilities have been used to meet needs such as those MIT will face in the not too distant future.

Once needs have been defined on the basis of growing MIT community and increase in use per person, possible solution will be investigated. Simha pointed out that the project must be planned well so that both the fund-raisers and the users will be satisfied with the results. Professor Smith pointed out that there are definite facilities that should be planned among these a new hockey rink. Preventive risk function

The risk now being used has ex-

pected life form 10 to 12 year ex-

pectancy by several years and is existing on a year-to-year basis. Tests run on it last year indicated that it would be in good condition for another year, but an un-
tested week spot in the cooling system closed the rink at the be-
ginning of the season. More ex-
tensive testing after the repairs were affected indicated that the way it would last for at least another year.

The recreational facilities now used for celebrations entail a de-
centralized expansion of currently available facilities. Professor Smith is hoping for a pool on West Campus (for recreation only) as well as more squash and tennis courts in or near dormitories. There are two squash courts plus

and for the Meditogger dorm and similar facilities will probably be incorporated into future housing plans.

New cage considered

There is a strong possibility that a larger cage will be built to en-

face Rockwell. A cage has the advantage of extreme versatility, since it can be changed to meet the requirements of many different activities. The new cage would be quite a bit larger than Rock-

well, allowing for more space for both sports and spectators. Pro-

fessor Smith indicated that if

cage was considered

We've been at it 120 years—

But it still takes over four months... to brew Carlsberg—

mellow, flavorful beer of Copenhagen.

Try Carlsberg beer—

Drink Carlsberg — the mellow, flavorful beer of Copenhagen.

of MIT as its contribution to the holiday season and as a token of appreciation for the many years of efforts will be directed toward educating the public about the way and Mc-

Carthy's candidacy. A second set of efforts will be directed toward raising funds to support the Sen-

ator's Massachusetts campaign

Possible results

Professor Luria outlined the possible consequences of a strong showing by McCarthy:

The present administration may be forced to alter its policies.

The Democratic Party may be induced to nominate some-

one other than the President.

The Republican Party may be induced to nominate a peace candidate.

The antiwar movement will have a rallying point.

In addition to the steering com-

mittee outlined earlier, the organi-

zation includes over 50 members

of the MIT faculty: Among them are Institute Professors Roman Jacobson, Bruno Rossi, and Jer-

rold Zacharias, and Department Heads Boris Magasanik; Louis Slotnick, and John Toms.

Senator McCarthy was expected to be present at the "Evening with Malia Merrouni" in Europe, but was unable to attend because of a meeting in Washin-

gton.

You know Digital, our PDP computers are replacing the slide rule as the scientist's best friend.

Interested in Developing New Computers...

... Now?

... By Yourself?

Design New Small Computers

• First logic design, circuit design, then prototype debugging, followed by supervision of pilot production.

• You need a BS EE with at least a year of hardware design and debugging experience — or IQ = 160.

Another Possibility: Design Digital Circuit Modules

• Using discrete components and TTL ICs.

• Design a module, work on it until it can be manufactured economically.

• You need a BS EE and a year's design experience or equivalent — mostly you've got to love electronics.

If you are challenged and want to profit from that terrifically acquired MIT expertise, please call or send your resume to: John Holster, '65, 15V-2.1.3, 646-8600, Ext. 588, Digital Equipment Corp., Maynard, Mass.
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